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1. Introduction
There has been a considerable research effort in recent years devoted to the analysis
and study of solutions of supergravity theories in various dimensions and in partic-
ular those obtained as low energy limits of superstring and M-theory. This effort
is motivated by the important role that black holes and domain walls have played
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in some of the recent developments that took place in superstring theory. These
include the conjectured equivalence between string theory on anti-de Sitter (AdS)
spaces and certain superconformal gauge theories living on the boundary [1] known
as the AdS/CFT correspondence, the understanding of the microscopic analysis of
black hole entropy [2] and the understanding of various duality symmetries relating
string theories to each other and to M-theory. An interesting possibility that arises
from the conjectured AdS/CFT correspondence is the ability to obtain information
of the nonperturbative structure of field theories by studying dual classical gravi-
tational configurations. A notable example in this direction is the Hawking-Page
phase transition [3] which was interpreted in [4] as a thermal phase transition from a
confining to a deconfining phase in the dual D = 4, N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory.
Various interesting results using Anti-de Sitter black holes and their CFT duals have
been obtained in recent years (see for example [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]).
In this paper we will focus on the study of supersymmetric solutions in five-
dimensional N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to abelian vector multiplets [11].
These solutions are relevant for the holographic descriptions of four dimensional
field theories with less than maximal supersymmetry. Explicit supersymmetric black
holes for these theories were constructed in [12]. However, these solutions have
naked singularities or naked closed time-like curves. Domain walls and magnetic
strings were also constructed in [13]. Obviously one would like to study the general
structure of supersymmetric solutions in five dimensions rather than some specific
solutions based on a certain ansatz. The main purpose of this paper is to construct
a systematic classification of half-supersymmetric solutions.
The first systematic classification of supersymmetric solutions, following the re-
sults of [15], was performed in [16] for minimal N = 2 supergravity in D = 4.
In [16] it was shown that supersymmetric solutions fall into two classes which de-
pend on whether the Killing vector obtained from the Killing spinor is time-like or
null. For the time-like case, one obtains the Israel-Wilson-Perjes class of solutions
and the null solutions are pp-waves. Further generalizations were presented in [17].
More recently and motivated by the results of Tod, purely bosonic supersymmet-
ric solutions of minimal N = 2, D = 5 were classified in [18]. The basic idea in
this analysis is to assume the existence of a Killing spinor, (i.e., to assume that the
solution preserves at least one supersymmetry) and construct differential forms as
bilinears in the Killing spinor. Then Fierz identities and the vanishing of the super-
symmetry transformation of the fermionic fields in a bosonic background provide a
set of algebraic and differential equations for the spinor bilinear differential forms
which can be used to deduce the form of the metric and gauge fields. Such a general
framework provides a powerful method for obtaining many new solutions, in contrast
to the earlier methods that start with an ansatz for the metric and assume certain
symmetries for the solution from the outset. The strategy of [18] was used later to
perform similar classifications of supersymmetric solutions in various supergravity
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theories. In particular, in [19] the classification of 1/4 supersymmetric solutions of
the minimal gauged N = 2, D = 5 supergravity was performed.
Explicit supersymmetric asymptotically anti-de Sitter black hole solutions with
no closed time loops or naked singularities were constructed for the minimal super-
gravity theory in [20]. The results of [19] for the time-like solutions were generalized
in [21] to the non-minimal case where the scalar fields live on symmetric spaces and
explicit solutions for the U(1)3 theory (with three R -charges) were also constructed.
The constraint of symmetric spaces was relaxed in [22], where solutions with a null
Killing vector in both gauged and ungauged theories were also obtained.
In this paper we focus on the classification of half supersymmetric solutions in
gauged N = 2, D = 5 supergravity with vector multiplets. Half supersymmetric
solutions have two Killing spinors from which one can construct two Killing vectors
as bilinears in the Killing spinors. These vectors could be either time-like or null.
Therefore one has to consider three cases depending on the nature of the Killing
spinors and vectors considered. In our present work we will focus on the cases where
the solutions contain at least one Killing spinor with an associated time-like Killing
vector. In order to investigate supersymmetric solutions with more than one Killing
spinor, it is very useful to express the Killing spinors in terms of differential forms
[23], [24], [25]. Such a method, known now by the spinorial geometry method, has
been very efficient in classifying solutions of supergravity theories in ten and eleven
dimensions [26], [27], [28] [29]. The spinorial geometry method has also been recently
used to classify half-supersymmetric solutions in N = 2, D = 4 supergravity [30].
We organize our work as follows. In section two, we present the basic structure
of the theory of N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity coupled to abelian vector
multiplets and the equations of motion. In section three we express spinors in five
dimensions as differential forms on Λ∗(R2)⊗ C. We start with the generic form
of the spinor and then use the gauge symmetries (U(1) and Spin(4, 1)) preserving
the symplectic Majorana condition to write down two canonical forms for a single
symplectic Majorana spinor corresponding to time-like and null Killing vectors. In
section four, we derive the conditions for quarter supersymmetric solutions with
time-like Killing vector. In section five, the N = 1 Killing constraints, i. e., the
conditions for a time-like quarter supersymmetric solution, are then substituted into
the generic Killing spinor equations and the resulting equations are rewritten in the
form of constraints on the Ka¨hler base. Section six contains a detailed classification
of half-supersymmetric solutions. Our paper ends with two appendices. Appendix
A deals with the determination of the linear system obtained from the Killing spinor
equations. Appendix B discusses the integrability conditions of the Killing spinor
equations. There it is demonstrated that for a given background preserving at least
half of the supersymmetry, where at least one of the Killing spinors generates a time-
like Killing vector, all of the Einstein, gauge and scalar field equations of motion hold
automatically provided that the Bianchi identity is satisfied.
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2. N = 2 supergravity
In this section, we review briefly some aspects of the N = 2, D = 5 gauged super-
gravity coupled to abelian vector multiplets is [11]. The bosonic action of the theory
is
S =
1
16πG
∫ (−R + 2χ2V) ∗1+QIJ (dXI ∧ ⋆dXJ − F I ∧ ∗F J)−CIJK
6
F I∧F J∧AK
(2.1)
where I, J,K take values 1, . . . , n and F I = dAI are the two-forms representing
gauge field strengths (one of the gauge fields corresponds to the graviphoton). The
metric has mostly negative signature. The constants CIJK are symmetric in IJK
and are not assumed to satisfy the non-linear “adjoint identity” which arises when
the scalars lie in a symmetric space [11]; though we will assume that QIJ is invertible,
with inverse QIJ . The XI are scalar fields subject to the constraint
1
6
CIJKX
IXJXK = 1 . (2.2)
The fields XI can thus be regarded as being functions of n− 1 unconstrained scalars
φr. It is convenient to define
XI ≡ 1
6
CIJKX
JXK (2.3)
so that the condition (2.2) becomes
XIX
I = 1 . (2.4)
In addition, the coupling QIJ depends on the scalars via
QIJ =
9
2
XIXJ − 1
2
CIJKX
K (2.5)
so in particular
QIJX
J =
3
2
XI , QIJ∂rX
J = −3
2
∂rXI . (2.6)
where ∂r denotes differentiation with respect to φ
r. The scalar potential can be
written as
V = 9VIVJ(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ) (2.7)
where VI are constants.
Bosonic backgrounds are said to be supersymmetric if there exists a spinor ǫa
for which the supersymmetry variations of the gravitino and dilatino vanish in the
given background. For the gravitino this requires
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[
∇µ + 1
8
XI
(
γµF
I
ρσγ
ρσ − 6F Iµργρ
)]
ǫa − χ
2
VI(X
Iγµ − 3AIµ)ǫabǫb = 0, (2.8)
and for the dilatino it requires
[
1
4
(
QIJγ
µνF Jµν + 3γ
µ∇µXI
)
ǫa − 3χ
2
VIǫ
abǫb
]
∂rX
I = 0 . (2.9)
The Einstein equation derived from (2.1) is given by
Rαβ +QIJ
(
F IαλF
J
β
λ −∇αXI∇βXJ − 1
6
gαβF
I
µνF
Jµν
)
− 2
3
gαβχ
2V = 0 . (2.10)
The Maxwell equations (varying AI) are
d
(
QIJ ⋆ F
J
)
= −1
4
CIJKF
J ∧ FK . (2.11)
The scalar equations (varying φr) are
[
−d(⋆dXI) +
(
XMX
PCNPI − 1
6
CMNI
)
(FM ∧ ⋆FN − dXM ∧ ⋆dXN)
−3
2
χ2VMVNQ
MLQNPCLPIdvol
]
∂rX
I = 0 . (2.12)
If a quantity LI satisfies LI∂rX
I = 0, then there must be a function Υ such that
LI = ΥXI . This implies that the dilatino equation (2.9) can be simplified to
F Iµνγ
µνǫa =
(
XIXJF
J
µνγ
µν + 2γµ∇µXI
)
ǫa − 4χVJ(XIXJ − 3
2
QIJ)ǫabǫb (2.13)
and the scalar equation can be written as
− d (⋆dXI) +
(
1
6
CMNI − 1
2
XICMNJX
J
)
dXM ∧ ⋆dXN
+
(
XMX
PCNPI − 1
6
CMNI − 6XIXMXN + 1
6
XICMNJX
J
)
FM ∧ ⋆FN
+ 3χ2VMVN
(
1
2
QMLQNPCLPI +XIQ
MN − 2XIXMXN
)
dvol = 0 . (2.14)
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3. Spinors in Five Dimensions
Following [23, 24, 25] , we write spinors in five dimensions as forms on Λ∗(R2)⊗ C.
We represent a generic spinor η in the form
η = λ1 + µiei + σe12, (3.1)
where e1, e2 are 1-forms on R2, e12 = e1 ∧ e2 and λ, µi and σ are complex functions.
The action of γ-matrices on these forms is given by
γi = i(e
i ∧+iei), γi+2 = −ei ∧+iei. (3.2)
We define γ0 by γ0 = γ1234. This satisfies
γ01 = 1, γ0e
12 = e12, γ0e
i = −ei . (3.3)
The charge conjugation operator C is defined by
C1 = −e12, Ce12 = 1, Cei = −ǫijej (3.4)
where ǫij = ǫ
ij is antisymmetric with ǫ12 = 1.
The Killing spinors ǫa of the theory satisfy a symplectic Majorana constraint
which is
(ǫa)∗ = ǫabγ0Cǫ
b (3.5)
so if one writes
ǫ1 = λ1 + µiei + σe12, (3.6)
then ǫ2 is fixed via
ǫ2 = −σ∗1− ǫij(µi)∗ej + λ∗e12. (3.7)
We note the useful identity
(γµ)
∗ = −γ0Cγµγ0C . (3.8)
It will be particularly useful in our work to complexify the gamma operators. There-
fore we write
γp =
1√
2
(γp − iγp+2) =
√
2iep ∧
γ p¯ =
1√
2
(γp + iγp+2) =
√
2iiep. (3.9)
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3.1 Gauge transformations and N = 1 spinors
There are two types of gauge transformation that preserve the symplectic Majorana
condition (3.5). First, we have the U(1) gauge transformations described by
(
ǫ1
ǫ2
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
ǫ1
ǫ2
)
(3.10)
and there are also Spin(4, 1) gauge transformations of the form
ǫa → e 12fµνγµν ǫa, (3.11)
for real functions fµν .
Note in particular that 1
2
(γ12+γ34),
1
2
(γ13−γ24) and 12(γ14+γ23) generate a SU(2)
which leaves 1 and e12 invariant and acts on e1 , e2; whereas 1
2
(γ12−γ34), 12(γ13+γ24)
and 1
2
(γ14 − γ23) generate another SU(2) which leaves the ei invariant but acts on 1
and e12. In addition, γ03 generates a SO(1, 1) which acts (simultaneously) on 1, e
1
and e2, e12 , whereas γ04 generates another SO(1, 1) which acts (simultaneously) on
1, e2 and e1, e12.
Therefore, for a single symplectic Majorana spinor, one can always use Spin(4, 1)
gauge transformations to write
ǫ1 = f1, ǫ2 = fe12, (3.12)
or
ǫ1 = fe1, ǫ2 = −fe2, (3.13)
or
ǫ1 = f(1 + e1), ǫ2 = f(−e2 + e12), (3.14)
for some real function f . However, under the transformation
ǫa → γ1ǫa,
γµ → −γ1γµγ1,
C → −γ1Cγ1, (3.15)
the spinor in (3.13) transforms as
ǫ1 → if1, ǫ2 → −ife12 (3.16)
and
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γ0 → −γ0, γ1 → γ1, γ2 → −γ2, γ3 → −γ3, γ4 → −γ4 (3.17)
and C is unchanged. This transformation corresponds to reflections in the 0, 2, 3, 4
directions. Moreover, the spinor in (3.16) is equivalent to that in (3.12) under a
SU(2) gauge transformation. The spinors corresponding to (3.12) and (3.13) are
therefore equivalent under these transformations. Hence, for a single spinor, one
need only consider the cases (3.12) and (3.14).
3.2 Differential Forms from Spinors
In order to define differential forms, we first define a Hermitian inner product on
Λ∗R2 ⊗ C by
〈z01 + z1e1 + z2e2 + z3e12, w01 + w1e1 + w2e2 + w3e12〉 =
3∑
α=0
z¯αwα . (3.18)
Then Spin(4, 1) gauge-invariant k-forms are obtained from spinors ǫ, η via
α(ǫ, η)µ1,...,µk = −〈Cǫ∗, γµ1,...,µkη〉. (3.19)
In particular, for the generic Majorana spinor given in (3.6) and (3.7) one finds
α(ǫa, ǫb)µ1,...,µk = 〈ǫacγ0ǫc, γµ1,...,µkǫb〉. (3.20)
The scalars are then given by
α(ǫa, ǫb) = ǫab(|σ|2 + |λ|2 − |µ1|2 − |µ2|2). (3.21)
Hence, by comparing with [18], it is clear that the spinor given in (3.12) corresponds
to the time-like class of solutions, whereas that in (3.14) is in the null class of so-
lutions. With a slight abuse of notation, we shall refer to the corresponding Killing
spinors as being either time-like or null.
3.3 Canonical N = 2 spinors
We will now assume that there are two linearly independent symplectic Majorana
Killing spinors ǫa, ηa, where ǫa is time-like. In appendix B it is demonstrated that
the existence of such spinors is sufficient to ensure that the scalar, gauge and Einstein
equations of motion hold automatically from the integrability conditions, provided
one assumes that the Bianchi identities are satisfied. So the only equations which
must be solved are the Killing spinor equations together with the Bianchi identity.
From the previous reasoning, we can take ǫa to have the canonical form.
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ǫ1 = f, ǫ2 = fe12 (3.22)
for f ∈ R. Next consider ηa given by
η1 = λ1 + µiei + σe12, (3.23)
η2 = −σ∗1− ǫij(µi)∗ej + λ∗e12 (3.24)
for complex λ, µi, σ. It is possible to simplify η
a a little using gauge transformations
which leave ǫa invariant. In particular, by using an appropriate SU(2) transforma-
tion, one could for example set µ2 = 0 with µ1 ∈ R. However, we will not make this
gauge choice.
3.4 The 1/4 Supersymmetric time-like Solution
In this section we obtain the time-like solutions preserving a quarter of the supersym-
metry using the spinorial geometry method. These solutions were derived in [21, 22].
In order to obtain 1/4 supersymmetric solutions with time-like Killing spinor, it suf-
fices to consider the equations (A.1)-(A.12) and set σ = µp = 0 and λ = f . Then
from the dilatino equation, we find
F Im
m = XIHm
m − ∂0XI , (3.25)
F I0n = X
IH0n − ∂nXI , (3.26)(
F Imn −XIHmn
)
ǫmn = 2χVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ), (3.27)
whereas from the gravitino equation we find
1
f
∂0f − 1
4
(2ω0,m
m +Hm
m) = 0, (3.28)
ω0,0n +H0n = 0, (3.29)
(Hmn + 2ω0,mn) ǫ
mn + 2χVI(X
I − 3AI0) = 0, (3.30)
1
f
∂pf − 1
4
(2ωp,m
m − 3H0p) = 0, (3.31)
Hpq¯ − 1
3
(Hm
mδpq¯ − 2ωp,0q¯) = 0, (3.32)
−ωp,m¯n¯ǫm¯n¯ +H0n¯ǫn¯p + 3χVIAIp = 0, (3.33)
1
f
∂p¯f − 1
4
(2ωp¯,m
m −H0p¯) = 0, (3.34)
ωp,0q +
(
1
4
Hmnǫ
mn − χVIXI
)
ǫpq = 0, (3.35)
3χVIA
I
p¯ − ωp¯,m¯n¯ǫm¯n¯ = 0. (3.36)
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To analyze this linear system, we will first consider the gravitino equations. Note
that (3.28) implies that
∂0f = 0, (3.37)
and
Hm
m = −2ω0,mm. (3.38)
Next, consider (3.29), (3.31) and (3.34). These imply
H0p = −2
f
∂pf, (3.39)
ω0,0p =
2
f
∂pf, (3.40)
ωp,m
m = −1
f
∂pf. (3.41)
From (3.30) and (3.35) we find
ω(p,q)0 = 0, (3.42)
and
ω[m¯,0]n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ +
3χ
2
VI(A
I
0 −XI) = 0. (3.43)
From (3.32) we find
ω(p,q¯)0 = 0 (3.44)
and from (3.33) and (3.36) we obtain
ωp,mnǫ
mn − ωp,m¯n¯ǫm¯n¯ − 2
f
ǫn¯p∂n¯f = 0 (3.45)
and
3χVIA
I
p = ωp,mnǫ
mn. (3.46)
Hence, to summarize, we obtain the following purely geometric constraints
∂0f = 0,
ω0,0p = 2
∂pf
f
,
ω(p,q)0 = 0,
ω(p,q¯)0 = 0, (3.47)
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together with
ωp,m
m +
∂pf
f
= 0,
ωp,mnǫ
mn − ωp,m¯n¯ǫm¯n¯ − 2
f
ǫn¯p∂n¯f = 0. (3.48)
It is straightforward to show that the constraints (3.47) are the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the 1-form
κ = f 2e0 (3.49)
to define a Killing vector V . This form is, as expected, the 1-form spinor bilinear
which is obtained from ǫa. Note that this Killing vector satisfies
LV e0 = 0 . (3.50)
In fact, one can choose a gauge in which the Lie derivative of the vielbein with respect
to V vanishes. To see this, note that
LV ep = f 2(ω0,p¯q − ωq,p¯0)eq + f 2ǫp¯q¯ω[0,m¯]n¯ǫm¯n¯eq¯. (3.51)
From (3.43) we note that ω[0,m¯]n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ ∈ R. Without loss of generality we can make a
U(1) gauge transformation in order to set
VIA
I
0 = VIX
I . (3.52)
This gauge transformation alters the form of the Killing spinors via the transforma-
tion given in (3.10). However, the Killing spinors can be restored to their original
form by making a U(1) ∈ SU(2) ⊂ Spin(4, 1) gauge transformation generated by
γ12 − γ34. Working in this gauge, (3.43) implies that ω[0,m¯]n¯ǫm¯n¯ = 0 and hence
LV ep = Apqeq (3.53)
where the constraints in (3.32), (3.38) and (3.47) imply that A ∈ su(2). By making
a further SU(2) ⊂ Spin(4, 1) gauge transformation generated by γ12 + γ34, γ13 −
γ24, γ14 + γ23 which leaves 1, e
12 invariant and maps ep → Xpqeq for X ∈ SU(2),
we can without loss of generality take A = 0. In this basis the vielbein is time-
independent.
Equation (3.48) also has a simple geometric interpretation. First note that the
only U(1) gauge-invariant 2-form which can be obtained from ǫ is the real part of
the 2-form
αµν(ǫ
1, ǫ1) = −〈Cf.1, γµνf1〉 = f 2〈e12, γµν1〉. (3.54)
The real part of this form (denoted by J) is then given by
– 11 –
Jpq = −f 2ǫpq, Jp¯q¯ = −f 2ǫp¯q¯. (3.55)
It is convenient to make a conformal rescaling of the complexified basis and define
ep = f−1eˆp, ep¯ = f−1eˆp¯. (3.56)
We shall refer to the 4-manifold with metric
dˆs4
2 = 2
(
eˆ1eˆ1¯ + eˆ2eˆ2¯
)
(3.57)
as the base space B. Then it is clear that J defines an almost complex structure on
this 4-manifold. In fact, (3.48) implies that J is covariantly constant with respect to
the Levi-civita connection of the base manifold, and hence B is a Ka¨hler manifold
(as expected) with Ka¨hler form J .
Also, from (3.36) we have
3χVIA
I
p = ωp,mnǫ
mn. (3.58)
We remark that (3.58) implies that
P =3χVI(AIpep + AI p¯ep¯). (3.59)
where P is (locally) the potential for the Ricci form of the Ka¨hler base B 1.
The remaining constraints on the H-flux are then
H0p = −2∂pf
f
, (3.60)
Hmnǫ
mn = −2ω0,mnǫmn + 4χVIXI , (3.61)
Hpq¯ = −2
3
(ω0,m
mδpq¯ + ω0,pq¯) . (3.62)
Finally, we substitute these constraints into the dilatino equations. From (3.25)-
(3.27), we find
∂0X
I = 0, (3.63)
F Im
m = −2ω0,mmXI , (3.64)
F I0n = − 1
f 2
∂n(f
2XI), (3.65)(
F Imn + 2X
Iω0,mn
)
ǫmn = 3χVJ(2X
IXJ −QIJ). (3.66)
1If we are in the ungauged theory with χ = 0, then the vanishing of ωp,mn is then sufficient to
imply that the base B is hyper-Ka¨hler. But we shall take χ 6= 0 throughout.
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4. Killing spinor in N = 1 background
In this section, we substitute the constraints obtained in the previous section back
into the generic Killing spinor equation (A.1)-(A.12) and simplify as much as possible.
We find from the dilatino equation:
µm∂mX
I = −
√
2χVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ) Im σ, (4.1)
µm
[
F Imq¯ +
2
3
(ω0,p
pδmq¯ + ω0,mq¯)X
I
]
= χVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ)ǫm¯q¯(µ
m)∗, (4.2)
µmǫn¯m∂n¯X
I =
√
2χVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ) Imλ. (4.3)
And from the gravitino equations we find
∂0λ = 2i
(√
2
µm
f
∂mf − χVIXI Im σ
)
, (4.4)
∂0σ = 2i
(√
2
µm
f
ǫn¯m∂n¯f + χVIX
I Imλ
)
, (4.5)
∂0µq¯ = −
2
3
µm (2ω0,mq¯ − ω0,ppδmq¯) + 2χVIXIǫm¯q¯(µm)∗, (4.6)
and
∂p¯(
σ
f
) =
i
f
(
−
√
2µp¯(ω0,r¯n¯ǫ
r¯n¯ − 3χVIX
I
2
) + ωp¯,m¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ Imλ
)
, (4.7)
∂p(
λ
f
) =
i
f
(√
2µm(2ω0,pm − 3χVIX
I
2
ǫpm)− ωp,mnǫmn Im σ
)
, (4.8)
∂p(
σ
f
) =
2i
√
2µm
3f
(ω0,pn¯ǫ
n¯
m + ω0,n
nǫpm)− iχVIX
I
√
2f
(µp¯)
∗
+
i
f
ωp,mnǫ
mn Imλ, (4.9)
∂p¯(
λ
f
) =
2i
√
2µm
3f
(ω0,p¯m − ω0,nnδp¯m) + iχVIX
I
√
2f
ǫp¯m¯(µ
m)∗
− i
f
ωp¯,m¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ Im σ, (4.10)
∂pµq¯ = (µ
m)∗
(
ωp,m¯q¯ + ǫ
n¯
pǫm¯q¯
∂n¯f
f
)
− µm
(
2δmq¯
∂pf
f
− δpq¯ ∂mf
f
+ ωp,mq¯
)
−
√
2χVIX
Iδpq¯ Im σ, (4.11)
∂p¯µq¯ = −µm
(
δq¯m
∂p¯f
f
− ǫn¯mǫp¯q¯ ∂n¯f
f
+ ωp¯,mq¯
)
+ ωp¯,m¯q¯(µ
m)∗
+
√
2χVIX
Iǫp¯q¯ Imλ. (4.12)
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Note that these equations admit a solution of the form λ = ρ1f , σ = ρ2f , µ
p = 0
with ρ1, ρ2 real constants, and no additional constraints on the fluxes or geometry.
Hence we observe that the generic time-like solution preserves 1/4 supersymmetry.
More generally, if η1, η2 are symplectic Majorana Killing spinors, then so are
(η1)′ = η2, (η2)′ = −η1 (4.13)
which is just a special case of (3.10) with θ = π
2
. In particular, the equations
computed above are invariant under the transformations
λ → −σ∗,
σ → λ∗,
µp → ǫpq¯(µq)∗ (4.14)
therefore it is clear that the Killing spinors arise in pairs.
4.1 Solutions with µp = 0
Suppose we consider the case when µp = 0. Then, assuming that VIX
I 6= 0, we find
from (4.11) and (4.12) that
Im σ = Im λ = 0. (4.15)
If, however, VIX
I = 0 then (4.1) and (4.3) again imply (4.15), as we assume that
not all of the VI vanish.
Hence, from (4.4), (4.5), (4.8) and (4.9) it follows directly that λ = ρ1f , σ = ρ2f ,
µp = 0 with ρ1, ρ2 real constants. The solution is therefore only 1/4-supersymmetric.
Thus, to find new solutions with enhanced supersymmetry, one must take µp 6= 0;
henceforth we shall assume that µp 6= 0.
4.2 Constraints on the base space
It will be particularly useful to rewrite the equations (4.1)-(4.12) in terms of con-
straints on the Ka¨hler base. Throughout this section, unless stated otherwise, tensor
indices are evaluated with respect to the 4-dimensional complex basis eˆp, eˆp¯; so we
shall drop theˆfrom all expressions. It is convenient to define a real vector field K
on the Ka¨hler base as follows
Kp = if 2µp, K p¯ = −if 2(µp)∗. (4.16)
In order to rewrite the constraints, we define a time co-ordinate t so that the
Killing vector field associated with the Killing spinor ǫa is
V =
∂
∂t
(4.17)
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and set
e0 = f 2(dt+ Ω) (4.18)
where Ω is a 1-form defined on the Ka¨hler base.
Then (4.11) is equivalent to
∇pKq¯ = 1√
2f
∂tλδpq¯ + Ωp∂tKq¯ (4.19)
where here ∇ denotes the Levi-civita connection of the Ka¨hler base metric given in
(3.57). Also, (4.12) can be rewritten as
∇pKq = 1√
2f
∂tσ
∗ǫpq + Ωp∂tKq. (4.20)
It is also useful to define
Z = iKJ. (4.21)
It is then straightforward to show that
∇pZq¯ = 1√
2f
∂tσ
∗δpq¯ + Ωp∂tZq¯,
∇pZq = − 1√
2f
∂tλǫpq + Ωp∂tZq. (4.22)
The commutator is given by
[K,Z]p = −i
√
2
f
(Kp∂t(Im σ) + Z
p∂t(Imλ)) + (iKΩ)∂tZ
p − (iZΩ)∂tKp,
[K,Z] p¯ = i
√
2
f
(K p¯∂t(Im σ) + Z
p¯∂t(Imλ)) + (iKΩ)∂tZ
p¯ − (iZΩ)∂tK p¯, (4.23)
Next, (4.1) and (4.3) are equivalent to
Kp∇pXI = −
√
2iχfVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ) Im σ, (4.24)
Z p¯∇p¯XI =
√
2iχfVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ) Imλ. (4.25)
These equations simply imply that
LKXI = LZXI = 0. (4.26)
In addition, (4.4) and (4.5) can be rewritten as
∂tλ = 2
(√
2Kp∇pf − iχf 2VIXI Im σ
)
, (4.27)
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and
∂tσ = 2
(√
2Z p¯∇p¯f + iχf 2VIXI Imλ
)
. (4.28)
In order to simplify the remainder of the equations, observe that for indices µ, ν 6= 0,
ω0,µν = −1
2
f 4 ˆ(dΩ)µν (4.29)
and
ωp,qr = −fωˆp,qr (4.30)
where on the LHS of (4.29) and (4.30), spatial indices are taken with respect to
the original five-dimensional basis, whereas on the RHS, they are taken with respect
to the conformally rescaled Ka¨hler basis; and ωˆ denotes the spin connection of the
Ka¨hler base space. From henceforth, the hat will be dropped, and we will work solely
on the Ka¨hler base space.
Then (4.6) is equivalent to
∂tKq¯ =
1
3
f 6Kp (2dΩpq¯ − dΩmmδpq¯) + 2χf 2VIXIZq¯ (4.31)
and using this, (4.2) can be rewritten as
KpF Ipq¯ = f
2XIKpdΩpq¯ +
3χ
f 2
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VJZq¯ − 1
f 4
∂tKq¯X
I . (4.32)
It is also useful to rewrite (3.66) as
F Ipq = f
2XIdΩpq +
3χ
f 2
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VJǫpq . (4.33)
In addition, (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.7) can be rewritten as
∇p(Re λ
f
)− 1√
2
(iKdΩ)p +
1√
2f 6
∂tKp − Ωp
f
∂t Reλ = 0, (4.34)
∇p(Re σ
f
)− 1√
2
(iZdΩ)p +
1√
2f 6
∂tZp − Ωp
f
∂t Reσ = 0, (4.35)
∇p(Im λ
f
) =
i
2
√
2
(dΩmnǫ
mn +
2χ
f 4
VIX
I)Zp − i
√
2
6
(K q¯dΩpq¯ +KpdΩq
q)
+
1
f
ωp,mnǫ
mn Im σ +
Ωp
f
∂t Imλ, (4.36)
∇p(Im σ
f
) =
i
2
√
2
(dΩmnǫ
mn +
2
f 4
χVIX
I)Kp +
i
√
2
6
(Z q¯dΩpq¯ + ZpdΩq
q)
−1
f
ωp,mnǫ
mn Imλ+
Ωp
f
∂t Im σ. (4.37)
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5. Half Supersymmetric Solutions
Suppose that the solution preserves exactly four of the supersymmetries. Then the
four linearly independent Killing spinors are ǫ1, ǫ2, η1, η2 and
(ǫ1)′ = ǫ2, (ǫ2)′ = −ǫ1,
(η1)′ = η2, (η2)′ = −η1. (5.1)
As all of the scalars, gauge field strengths and components of the spin connection
are t-independent, it follows that ∂tη
1, ∂tη
2 is also a Killing spinor. As the solution is
exactly half-supersymmetric, it follows that there must be real constants c1, c2, c3, c4
such that
∂tη
1 = c1η
1 + c2η
2 + c3ǫ
1 + c4ǫ
2 (5.2)
or equivalently
∂tλ = c1λ− c2σ∗ + c3f,
∂tσ = c1σ + c2λ
∗ + c4f,
∂tµ
p = c1µ
p − c2ǫq¯p(µq)∗. (5.3)
On substituting these constraints into (4.6) we find that
1
f 2
(c1µq¯ + c2ǫq¯n¯(µ
n)∗) +
2
3
µm(2ω0,mq¯ − ω0,ppδmq¯)− 2χVIXIǫm¯q¯(µm)∗ = 0. (5.4)
Contracting this expression with (µq)∗ we find that
(µq)∗
(
c1
f 2
µq¯ +
2
3
µm(2ω0,mq¯ − ω0,ppδmq¯)
)
= 0. (5.5)
The real part of this expression implies that c1 = 0.
Suppose now that c2 6= 0. From (5.3) we find that
∂tµ
p = −c2ǫq¯p(µq)∗ (5.6)
and hence
µp = αp cos(c2t) + ǫ
p
q¯(α
q)∗ sin(c2t) (5.7)
where ∂tα
p = 0. Note that by making a redefinition of the type
λ = λ′ − c4
c2
f,
σ = σ′ +
c3
c2
f, (5.8)
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we can without loss of generality set c3 = c4 = 0 and drop the primes on λ and σ.
It will be convenient to split the solutions into three classes. For the first class
c2 6= 0 and c3 = c4 = 0, for the second c2 = 0 but c32 + c42 6= 0 and for the third
c2 = c3 = c4 = 0.
5.1 Solutions with c2 6= 0, c3 = c4 = 0
For this class of solutions we have
∂tλ = −cσ∗,
∂tσ = cλ
∗,
∂tµ
p = cǫpq¯(µ
q)∗ (5.9)
where c = c2 6= 0. Here we have the conditions ∂tK = −cZ and ∂tZ = cK.
To proceed with the analysis for these solutions, we define the 1-forms φ, ψ and
L on the Ka¨hler base via
Lp =
1
f
(λZp − σ∗Kp) , Lp¯ = 1
f
(
λ∗Z
p¯
− σK
p¯
)
ψp =
1
f
(λ∗Zp − σKp) , ψp¯ =
1
f
(λZp¯ − σ∗Kp¯) ,
φp =
1
f
(λKp + σ
∗Zp) , φp¯ =
1
f
(λ∗Kp¯ + σZp¯) . (5.10)
The components of these 1-forms can be easily shown to be t-independent
∂tLp = ∂tψp = ∂tφp = 0. (5.11)
For convenience we set ξ2 = |λ|2 + |σ|2 and z = (λ∗)2 + σ2.
In order to evaluate various integrability constraints, it is useful to compute the
components of the covariant derivatives:
∇pLq = − 1√
2
(
dΩmnǫ
mn +
3
f 4
χVIX
I
)
(KpKq + ZpZq),
∇pLq¯ = 1√
2
dΩm
m(ZpKq¯ −KpZq¯) + cξ
2
√
2f 2
δpq¯
− 1√
2
(
3
χVIX
I
f 4
+
c
f 6
)
(KpKq¯ + ZpZq¯), (5.12)
and
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∇pψq = −
1√
2
(
3χVIX
I
f 4
+
c
f 6
)
(KpKq + ZpZq) +
1√
2
dΩm
m(ZpKq −KpZq)
−
√
2ic
f 2
Im(λσ)ǫpq, (5.13)
∇pψq¯ = −
1√
2
(
dΩmnǫ
mn +
3
f 4
χVIX
I
)
(KpKq¯ + ZpZq¯) +
cz∗√
2f 2
δpq¯, (5.14)
and
∇pφq =
1√
2
(
dΩmnǫ
mn +
3
f 4
χVIX
I
)
(KpZq −KqZp) + c√
2f 2
z∗ǫpq, (5.15)
∇pφq¯ = −
1√
2
dΩm
m(KpKq¯ + ZpZq¯) +
1√
2
(
3χVIX
I
f 4
+
c
f 6
)(KpZq¯ −Kq¯Zp)
+
√
2ic
f 2
Im(λσ)δpq¯. (5.16)
It immediately follows that dL = 0 and φ defines a Killing vector on the Ka¨hler base
space. In particular, setting K2 = 2KpK
p, L is exact and satisfies
dK2 =
√
2cL. (5.17)
The first integrability condition we shall examine is obtained by considering the
constraints (4.24), (4.25), (4.27) and (4.28). These are equivalent to
d(
XI
f 2
) =
√
2
K2
(
χVI(ψ − L)− cXI
f 2
L
)
. (5.18)
Taking the exterior derivative of this equation, we obtain the constraint
dψ = 0. (5.19)
Hence, using (5.13) and (5.14) we obtain the constraints
dΩm
m =
4ic
f 2K2
Im(λσ), (5.20)
and
1
2
K2(dΩm¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ − dΩmnǫmn)− 2ic
f 2
Im z = 0. (5.21)
Observe also that (4.31) is equivalent to
dΩpq¯ =
2ic
f 2K2
Im(λσ)δpq¯ − 3
f 4K2
(2χVIX
I +
c
f 2
)(KpZq¯ − ZpKq¯) . (5.22)
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Using (5.15) and (5.16), we compute
dφ =
√
2
(
3
χVIX
I
f 4
+
c
f 6
)
K ∧ Z + 1√
2
(
K2(dΩmnǫ
mn − c
f 6
)− 2cz
∗
f 2
)
J . (5.23)
To proceed, we impose the integrability condition, d2φ = 0. We note the following
useful identities:
√
2d
(
3
f 4
χVIX
I +
c
f 6
)
=
3VI
f 2K2
(
−3χ2(QIJ − 2XIXJ)VJ + 2c χ
f 2
XI
)
(ψ − L)
− 6c
f 4K2
(2χVIX
I +
c
f 2
)L (5.24)
and
L ∧K ∧ Z = K
2
2
(L− ψ) ∧ J,
ψ ∧K ∧ Z = −K
2
2
(L− ψ) ∧ J,
d(K ∧ Z) = − c√
2
(3ψ − L) ∧ J (5.25)
from whence we obtain
ǫpqd
(
(
3χVIX
I
f 4
+
c
f 6
)K ∧ Z
)
pqℓ¯
= −d
(
K2(
6χVIX
I
f 4
+
c
f 6
)
)
ℓ¯
. (5.26)
Using this expression, the constraint d2φ = 0 implies that
dΩmnǫ
mn =
√
2θ
K2
+
2cz∗
f 2K2
− 6χVIX
I
f 4
(5.27)
for real constant θ.
Next we consider the integrability condition d2Ω = 0. It is straightforward to
show that dΩ satisfies
dΩ = −
√
2d
(
φ
K2
)
+
c
f 2
(
1
2f 4
− ξ
2
K2
)(
J − 2
K2
K ∧ Z
)
+
θ√
2K2
J. (5.28)
Hence the integrability condition d2Ω = 0 implies that
d
(
(
c
2f 6
− cξ
2
f 2K2
)(J − 2
K2
K ∧ Z) + θ√
2K2
J
)
= 0. (5.29)
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We observe that
∇p( 1
f 6
− 2ξ
2
f 2K2
) =
2
(K2)2
(θ+
√
2
f 2
cz∗)ψp+
2
√
2c
f 2K2
(
ξ2
K2
− 1
f 4
)Lp+
8
√
2ic
f 2(K2)2
Im(λσ)φp .
(5.30)
It is then straightforward but tedious to show that (5.29) implies
Imλσ = 0. (5.31)
Using this condition the above relations simplify and we obtain
dΩm
m = 0,
∇pLq = −
(
θ
K2
+
√
2c
f 2K2
z∗ − 3√
2f 4
χVIX
I
)
(KpKq + ZpZq),
∇pLq¯ = − 1√
2
(
3χ
f 4
VIX
I +
c
f 6
)(KpKq¯ + ZpZq¯) +
c√
2f 2
ξ2δpq¯,
∇pψq = −
1√
2
(
3χ
f 4
VIX
I +
c
f 6
)(KpKq + ZpZq),
∇pψq¯ = −
(
θ
K2
+
√
2c
f 2K2
z∗ − 3√
2f 4
χVIX
I
)
(KpKq¯ + ZpZq¯) +
cz∗√
2f 2
δpq¯,
∇pφq =
(
θ
K2
+
√
2c
f 2K2
z∗ − 3√
2f 4
χVIX
I
)
(KpZq −KqZp) + cz
∗
√
2f 2
ǫpq,
∇pφq¯ =
1√
2
(
3χ
f 4
VIX
I +
c
f 6
)(KpZq¯ −Kq¯Zp). (5.32)
The components of dΩ are therefore given by
dΩpq¯ = − 1
f 4K2
(6χVIX
I +
3c
f 2
)(KpZq¯ − ZpKq¯)
dΩmnǫ
mn =
2c
f 2K2
z∗ − 6χ
f 4
VIX
I +
√
2θ
K2
. (5.33)
Using the expressions for dΩ which we have obtained, we next examine (4.34) and
(4.35). These may be rewritten as
∇p(Reλ
f
) = −1
2
(
θ
K2
+
c√
2f 6
+
√
2c
f 2K2
z∗
)
Zp − cΩpRe
(
σ
f
)
(5.34)
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and
∇p(Re σ
f
) = −1
2
(
θ
K2
+
c√
2f 6
+
√
2c
f 2K2
z∗
)
Kp + cΩp Re
(
λ
f
)
. (5.35)
We note the useful identities:
∇pΣ = 3cχ
f 4K2
VIX
I(ψp + Lp)−
3
√
2c
K2
ΣLp (5.36)
∇pΣ∗ = − c
f 4K2
(3χVIX
I +
2c
f 2
)(ψp + Lp)−
√
2c
K2
Σ∗Lp (5.37)
where we have set Σ = θ
K2
+ c√
2f6
+
√
2c
f2K2
z∗. Then from the integrability condition
ǫmn∇m∇n(Re λf ) = 0, we find the constraint
cσ∗
(
θ
K2
+
c√
2f 6
−
√
2c
f 2K2
ξ2
)
+
(
3
√
2
cχVIX
I
f 4
− 2 cθ
K2
)
Re σ+
2ic
fK2
Zpωp,mnǫ
mn Im z = 0.
(5.38)
Note that
∂t Im z = ∂tξ
2 = 0,
then upon differentiating (5.38) with respect to t gives
cλ
(
θ
K2
+
c√
2f 6
−
√
2c
f 2K2
ξ2
)
+
(
3
√
2
cχVIX
I
f 4
− 2 cθ
K2
)
Reλ+
2ic
fK2
Kpωp,mnǫ
mn Im z = 0.
(5.39)
It turns out that the constraints (5.38) and (5.39) are also sufficient to ensure that
∇[p∇q¯](Re λ
f
) = ∇[p∇q¯](Re σ
f
) = 0. (5.40)
Next, note that the constraints (4.32) and (4.33) can be used to write the gauge
field strengths F I as
F I = d
(
f 2XI(dt+ Ω)
)
+
6χ
f 2
VJ(X
IXJ − 1
2
QIJ)
(
1
K2
K ∧ Z − J
)
+
c
f 4
XI
(
2
K2
K ∧ Z − J
)
. (5.41)
and note that as (L− ψ) ∧ ( 1
K2
K ∧ Z − J) = 0 it follows that
d(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VJ ∧
(
1
K2
K ∧ Z − J
)
= 0 .
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It is then straightforward to show that the Bianchi identity dF I = 0 follows auto-
matically from the constraints we have obtained. To proceed further, it is useful to
consider the cases for which Im z = 0 and Im z 6= 0 separately. Observe that Im z = 0
implies that λ and σ are either both real or both imaginary.
5.1.1 Solutions with Im z 6= 0
In order to introduce a local co-ordinate system for solutions with Im z 6= 0, recall
that φ is a Killing vector on the Ka¨hler base space. Furthermore, as ψ = iφJ , the
closure of ψ implies that φ preserves the Ka¨hler form;
LφJ = 0. (5.42)
It is also straightforward to show that
LφXI = Lφf = LφdΩ = LφF I = 0. (5.43)
Hence it follows that φ defines a symmetry of the full five dimensional solution. As
Im z 6= 0, (5.38) and (5.39) can be inverted to obtain
ωp,mnǫ
mn =
i√
2 Im z
(
c
f 4
− 2cξ
2
K2
+ 3χVIX
I
(
1
f 2
+
z
f 2ξ2
)
−
√
2z
ξ2
θf 2
K2
)
φp. (5.44)
It is convenient to define the real 1-forms Lˆ and φˆ by
Lˆp = iLp, Lˆp¯ = −iLp¯,
φˆp = iφp, φˆp¯ = −iφp¯. (5.45)
It is then straightforward, but tedious, to show that
d
(
f 2
(K2)2 Im z
Lˆ
)
= 0, (5.46)
and also that
[φ, L] = [φ, Lˆ] = [φ, φˆ] = 0. (5.47)
In addition, we find that
dφ =
(
3χVIX
I
√
2f 2ξ2
+
c√
2f 4ξ2
)
(φ ∧ L+ φˆ ∧ Lˆ) + (θ − 3√
2f 4
χK2VIX
I)J. (5.48)
Hence we define the following orthonormal basis on the Ka¨hler base space
e1 =
φ
H
, e2 =
L
H
, e3 =
φˆ
H
, e4 =
Lˆ
H
(5.49)
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where
H2 =
K2ξ2
f 2
. (5.50)
As φ, φˆ are commuting vector fields, we can choose co-ordinates τ , η such that
φ =
∂
∂τ
, φˆ =
∂
∂η
. (5.51)
Then, defining
v =
K2√
2c
, (5.52)
we have
L = dv (5.53)
and from (5.46) we see that there must be a function u such that
Lˆ =
Im z√
2f 2c
(K2)2du. (5.54)
As φ, φˆ, L, Lˆ are orthogonal, it follows that (τ , η, u, v) form a local co-ordinate
system on the base space. One can then write
φ = H2(dτ + α1du+ α2dv),
φˆ = H2(dη + β1du+ β2dv). (5.55)
As φ is a Killing vector, the functions H , f−2(K2)2 Im z, α1, α2, β1 and β2 do not
depend on τ (or t). Furthermore,
Lφˆf = LφˆXI = Lφˆ
(
(K2)2
f 2
Im z
)
= 0.
Therefore f , (K2)2 Im z and XI are functions of u and v only. However, there is a
non-trivial η -dependence in α1, α2, β2, β2; φˆ is not a Killing vector.
It is also useful to observe that the identity Im λσ = 0 implies
(Re z)2 + (Im z)2 = ξ4, (5.56)
and hence we shall set
cos Y =
Re z
ξ2
,
sin Y =
Im z
ξ2
. (5.57)
Here Y is a real function which satisfies
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LφY = LφˆY = 0 (5.58)
which implies Y = Y (u, v). With these conventions, it is straightforward to compute
∂H2
∂u
= H2v sin2 Y
(
3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
,
∂H2
∂v
= − cv
f 4
(
3χVIX
I +
c
f 2
)
+ cosY (3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ), (5.59)
and
∂Y
∂u
= sin Y
(
−H2 + 3χcv
2VIX
I
f 4
+
c2v2
f 6
)
+
v
2
sin 2Y
(
3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
,
∂Y
∂v
= − 1
H2
sin Y
(
3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
. (5.60)
Also note that (5.18) can be rewritten as
∂
∂u
(
XI
f 2
) =
χH2VI sin
2 Y
c
,
∂
∂v
(
XI
f 2
) =
1
v
(
χVI(cos Y − 1)
c
− XI
f 2
)
. (5.61)
If θ 6= 0, then this constraint can be integrated up to give
XI = f
2
(
qI
v
+
χ
c
(
c2v
f 6θ
− H
2
θv
− 1
)
VI
)
. (5.62)
for constant qI .
To proceed, consider the equation (5.48), which can be rewritten as
dφ =
cv
f 6
(
3χf 2VIX
I + c
)
(e1 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e4)−
(
3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
J. (5.63)
Taking the self-dual projection of (5.63) yields the constraints
∂α1
∂η
=
1
2
v sin 2Y
(
3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
+
cv2 sin Y
f 6
(
3χf 2VIX
I + c
)
,
∂α2
∂η
= −sin Y
H2
(
3
χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
(5.64)
together with
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∂α2
∂u
− ∂α1
∂v
+ β2
∂α1
∂η
− β1
∂α2
∂η
= 0. (5.65)
Using these constraints, the anti-self-dual projection of (5.63) fixes J to be given by
J = cos Y (e1 ∧ e2 − e3 ∧ e4) + sin Y (e1 ∧ e4 − e2 ∧ e3). (5.66)
Imposing the covariant constancy condition ∇J = 0 imposes two additional con-
straints:
∂β2
∂u
− ∂β1
∂v
+ β2
∂β1
∂η
− β1
∂β2
∂η
= 0, (5.67)
and
sin Y
∂β1
∂η
+
1
2
H2v sin 2Y
∂β2
∂η
= − cv
2
2f 6
sin 2Y
(
3χf 2VIX
I + c
)
. (5.68)
Finally, we compare the spin connection components ωp,mnǫ
mn computed in this
basis with the expression given in (5.44), noting that ωp,mnǫ
mn = −1
2
ωp,µνJ
µν .
This implies that
− cos Y ∂β1
∂η
+H2v sin2 Y
∂β2
∂η
=
cv2
f 6
cos2 Y
(
3χf 2VIX
I + c
)
+v cosY
(
3χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
−H2. (5.69)
Then from (5.68) and (5.69) we obtain
∂β2
∂η
=
1
H2
cosY
(
3χcvVIX
I
f 4
− θ
)
− 1
v
,
∂β1
∂η
= −v cosY
(
H2
∂β2
∂η
+
cv
f 6
(
3χf 2VIX
I + c
))
. (5.70)
Then (5.67) and (5.70) can be integrated up to give
β1 = −ηcotY
∂Y
∂u
, β2 = −η
(
cot Y
∂Y
∂v
+
1
v
)
(5.71)
and (5.64) and (5.65) then imply
α1 = η
(
∂Y
∂u
+H2 sin Y
)
, α2 = η
∂Y
∂v
. (5.72)
Hence, in these co-ordinates, the orthonormal basis of the Ka¨hler base space is
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e1 = H
(
dτ + η
(
∂Y
∂u
+H2 sinY
)
du+ η
∂Y
∂v
dv
)
,
e2 =
1
H
dv,
e3 = H
(
dη − ηcot Y ∂Y
∂u
du− η
(
cotY
∂Y
∂v
+
1
v
)
dv
)
e4 = Hv sinY du (5.73)
and if θ 6= 0, then J can be written as
J = d
(
(
H2
θ
− c
2v2
θf 6
)dτ + η sinY dv − 1
2
ηH2v sin 2Y du
)
.
By considering (5.28), Ω is fixed (up to a total derivative) by
Ω = − 1
2cv
(H2 +
c2v2
f 6
)dτ +
η
cv
(
1
2
θ sinY −H2∂Y
∂v
)dv
−η
(
H2
cv
(
∂Y
∂u
+H2 sinY ) +
1
2
sinY (
θH2
c
cosY +
c
f 6
H2v − 1
cv
H4)
)
du
(5.74)
and by considering (5.41) we find the gauge field strengths are given by
F I = d
[
f 2XI(dt+ Ω) +
cvXI
f 4
(
dτ + ηH2 sin Y du
)
−3χη
f 2
sin Y (XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VJ(−H2v(1 + cos Y )du+ dv))
]
(5.75)
5.1.2 Solutions with Reλ = Reσ = 0, λ 6= 0, σ 6= 0
If λ and σ are imaginary but non-vanishing, then from (5.10) we obtain ψ = −L,
and the constraints on λ and σ as given in (5.34) and (5.35) imply that
θ
K2
+
c√
2f 6
=
√
2c
f 2K2
ξ2. (5.76)
Moreover, (5.18) can be integrated up to give
XI = f
2
(
−2χ
c
VI +
ρI
K2
)
(5.77)
for constants ρI . The Ka¨hler form can be expressed by
J = d
(
φf 6
θf 6 + c√
2
K2
)
. (5.78)
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It can also be demonstrated that Ω is given in these cases by
Ω =
(
− c
θf 6 + c√
2
K2
φ
)
+ dg2 (5.79)
for some real function g2 with
F I = d
(
f 2XI(dt+ Ω) +
cf 2XI
θf 6 + c√
2
K2
φ
)
(5.80)
and hence
ωp,mnǫ
mn = − 3cχf
2VIX
I
θf 6 + c√
2
K2
φp + ∂pg1 (5.81)
for some real function g1 where g1, g2 satisfy
∂p arctan
(
λ
σ
)
= ∂p(g1 + cg2) . (5.82)
Note that arctan
(
λ
σ
)
= ct + H with ∂tH = 0. Without loss of generality, we can
work in a gauge for which g2 =
H
c
and g1 = 0.
It is then straightforward to prove the following identities:
d
(
φ
K2(cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2)
)
= −
√
2c
(K2)2(cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2)
Lˆ ∧ φˆ,
d

 Lˆ
K2
√
cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2

 =
√
2c2θ
(K2)2(cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2)
3
2
φ ∧ φˆ,
d

 φˆ
K2
√
cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2

 =
√
2c2θ
(K2)2(cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2)
3
2
Lˆ ∧ φ. (5.83)
There are then three cases to consider.
i) If cθ > 0 then define
σ1 =
√
2c2θ
K2(cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2)
φ,
σ2 =
√
2c3θ
K2
√
cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2
Lˆ,
σ3 =
√
2c3θ
K2
√
cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2
φˆ. (5.84)
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It is then straightforward to show that
dσi = −1
2
ǫijkσ
j ∧ σk,
LLσi = 0. (5.85)
ii) If θ = 0 then define
σ1 = − f
6
c3(K2)2
φ,
σ2 =
f 3
K2
√
c2√
2
K2
Lˆ,
σ3 =
f 3
K2
√
c2√
2
K2
φˆ, (5.86)
where
dσ1 = σ2 ∧ σ3,
dσ2 = dσ3 = 0,
LLσi = 0. (5.87)
iii) If cθ < 0 then define
σ1 =
√
2c2θ
K2(cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2)
φ,
σ2 =
√−2c3θ
K2
√
cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2
Lˆ,
σ3 =
√−2c3θ
K2
√
cθ + c
2√
2f6
K2
φˆ. (5.88)
so that
dσ1 = σ2 ∧ σ3,
dσ2 = σ1 ∧ σ3,
dσ3 = −σ1 ∧ σ2,
LLσi = 0. (5.89)
Hence the 3-manifold with metric 1
4
((σ1)2 + (σ2)2 + (σ3)2) is either S3, the Nil-
manifold or H3 according as to whether cθ > 0, θ = 0 or cθ < 0 respectively.
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5.1.3 Solutions with Imλ = Im σ = 0, λ 6= 0, σ 6= 0
If λ and σ are real but non-vanishing, then ψ = L, and from (5.34) and (5.35) we
obtain
VIX
I =
1
3
√
2χ
(
f 4θ
K2
+
√
2cf 2
K2
ξ2 − c√
2f 2
)
. (5.90)
Moreover, from (5.18) we obtain
d(
XI
f 2
) = −
√
2
f 2K2
cXIL,
d(
1
f 2
) = − dK
2
f 2K2
. (5.91)
This implies that d(K2f−2) = 0, and hence without loss of generality we can set
K2 = f 2 and the scalars are therefore constants. Furthermore, we also find that
J = d
(
− f
2φ√
2cξ2
)
, (5.92)
and
dΩ = −d
((
1√
2f 2
+
1
2
√
2f 4ξ2
+
θ
2cξ2
)
φ
)
(5.93)
with
F I = d
(
f 2XI(dt+ Ω) +
3
√
2χ
cξ2
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VJφ+
1√
2f 2ξ2
XIφ
)
, (5.94)
and hence we can work in a gauge for which
ωp,mnǫ
mn = − 3χ√
2ξ2
(
6χ
c
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ +
1
f 2
VIX
I
)
φp. (5.95)
It is then straightforward to prove the following identities:
d
(
φ
ξ2
)
= −
√
2c
f 2ξ2
Lˆ ∧ φˆ,
d
(
Lˆ
fξ
)
= − 1
fξ3
(θ +
9
√
2χ2
c
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ)φ ∧ φˆ,
d
(
φˆ
fξ
)
= − 1
fξ3
(θ +
9
√
2χ2
c
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ)Lˆ ∧ φ .
(5.96)
There are then three cases to consider.
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i) If cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ < 0 then define
σ1 = −θ +
9
√
2χ2
c
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ
ξ2
φ,
σ2 =
√
−√2(cθ + 9√2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ)
fξ
Lˆ,
σ3 =
√
−√2(cθ + 9√2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ)
fξ
φˆ . (5.97)
It is then straightforward to show that
dσi = −1
2
ǫijkσ
j ∧ σk,
LLσi = 0. (5.98)
ii) If cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ = 0 then define
σ1 = − φ√
2cξ2
,
σ2 =
Lˆ
fξ
,
σ3 =
φˆ
fξ
, (5.99)
where
dσ1 = σ2 ∧ σ3, dσ2 = dσ3 = 0,
LLσi = 0. (5.100)
iii) If cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ > 0 then define
σ1 = −θ +
9
√
2χ2
c
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ
ξ2
φ,
σ2 =
√√
2(cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ)
fξ
Lˆ,
σ3 =
√√
2(cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ)
fξ
φˆ, (5.101)
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so that
dσ1 = σ2 ∧ σ3,
dσ2 = σ1 ∧ σ3,
dσ3 = −σ1 ∧ σ2,
LLσi = 0. (5.102)
Hence the 3-manifold with metric 1
4
((σ1)2 + (σ2)2 + (σ3)2) is either S3, the Nil-
manifold or H3 according as to whether cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ < 0,
cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ = 0 or cθ + 9
√
2χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ > 0 re-
spectively.
5.1.4 Solutions with λ = σ = 0
If λ = σ = 0, then f and the scalars XI are constant and K2 is constant. Without
loss of generality, we set f = K2 = 1. The following constraints also hold:
θ = − c√
2
, 3χVIX
I = −c (5.103)
so that θ 6= 0, VIXI 6= 0 for these solutions. Furthermore, we also find
dΩ = −cK ∧ Z, (5.104)
and the gauge field strengths are given by
F I = d
(
f 2XI(dt+ Ω)
)
+6χVJ(X
IXJ−1
2
QIJ)(K∧Z−J)+cXI(2K∧Z−J) (5.105)
Note also that K and Z satisfy
∇µ˜Kν˜ = −cΩµ˜Zν˜ ,
∇µ˜Zν˜ = cΩµ˜Kν˜ (5.106)
where here ∇ denotes the covariant derivative restricted to the base space, and µ˜, ν˜
are base space indices.
It is convenient to define
Kˆp = iKp, Kˆp¯ = −iKp¯
Zˆp = iZp, Zˆp¯ = −iZp¯. (5.107)
Then
J = K ∧ Z − Kˆ ∧ Zˆ, (5.108)
and
∇µ˜Kˆν˜ = −cΩˆµ˜Zˆν˜ , ∇µ˜Zˆν˜ = cΩˆµ˜Kˆν˜ (5.109)
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where Ωˆ is defined by
Ωˆp = Ωp +
1
c
ωp,mnǫ
mn, Ωˆp¯ = (Ωˆp)
∗. (5.110)
Note that (5.109) implies that
dΩˆ ∧ Kˆ = dΩˆ ∧ Zˆ = 0, (5.111)
and hence
dΩˆ = ΨKˆ ∧ Zˆ (5.112)
where Ψ is fixed by comparing the integrability condition associated with (3.59) with
the expression for the gauge field strengths (5.105). We find
Ψ =
1
c
(9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2). (5.113)
Next we define
Ap = cos ctKp + sin ctZp,
Ap¯ = cos ctKp¯ + sin ctZp¯,
Bp = ǫpqA
q = cos ctZp − sin ctKp,
Bp¯ = cos ctZp¯ − sin ctKp¯, (5.114)
so that
∂tA = ∂tB = 0. (5.115)
We also define
Aˆp = iAp, Aˆp¯ = −iAp¯,
Bˆp = iBp, Bˆp¯ = −iBp¯ . (5.116)
Then A,B, Aˆ, Bˆ form an orthonormal time-independent basis for the Ka¨hler base
space, such that
∇µ˜Aν˜ = −cΩµ˜Bν˜ ,
∇µ˜Bν˜ = cΩµ˜Aν˜ ,
dΩ = −cA ∧ B (5.117)
and
∇µ˜Aˆν˜ = −cΩˆµ˜Bˆν˜ ,
∇µ˜Bˆν˜ = cΩˆµ˜Aˆν˜ ,
dΩˆ =
1
c
(9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2)Aˆ ∧ Bˆ. (5.118)
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Now note that
[A,B] = (ciAΩ)A + (ciBΩ)B. (5.119)
It therefore follows that there exist functions α1, α2, β1, β2 and co-ordinates w1, w2
such that
A = α1
∂
∂w1
+ α2
∂
∂w2
, B = β1
∂
∂w1
+ β2
∂
∂w2
. (5.120)
Suppose that the remaining co-ordinates on the base are y1, y2. As Aˆ and Bˆ are
orthogonal to A,B, there exist functions ρi, νi such that
Aˆ = ρidy
i, Bˆ = νidy
i (5.121)
for i = 1, 2.
Similarly, as
[Aˆ, Bˆ] = (ciAˆΩˆ)Aˆ+ (ciBˆΩˆ)Bˆ (5.122)
it also follows that there exist functions ρˆi, νˆi and x
i for i = 1, 2 such that
A = ρˆidx
i, B = νˆidx
i (5.123)
for i = 1, 2. As A,B, Aˆ, Bˆ form an orthonormal basis for the base space, we can
without loss of generality take x1, x2, y1, y2 to be co-ordinates on the base space.
In principle, the functions ρi, ρˆi, νi, νˆi can depend on all the co-ordinates. How-
ever, note that
J = A ∧ B − Aˆ ∧ Bˆ = (ρˆ1νˆ2 − νˆ1ρˆ2)dx1 ∧ dx2 − (ρ1ν2 − ν1ρ2)dy1 ∧ dy2. (5.124)
Imposing the constraint dJ = 0 thus gives the conditions
∂
∂yi
(ρˆ1νˆ2 − νˆ1ρˆ2) =
∂
∂xi
(ρ1ν2 − ν1ρ2) = 0. (5.125)
One therefore can set
Ω = dΦ+ ΩT (5.126)
with ΩT = ΩT i(x
1, x2)dxi satisfying
dΩT = −c(ρˆ1νˆ2 − νˆ1ρˆ2)dx1 ∧ dx2. (5.127)
We also set
Ωˆ = dΦˆ + ΩˆT (5.128)
where ΩˆT = ΩˆT i(y
1, y2)dyi satisfies
dΩˆT =
1
c
(9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2)(ρ1ν2 − ν1ρ2)dy1 ∧ dy2. (5.129)
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Here Φ and Φˆ are functions of xi, yi. Next we define
A′ = cos cΦA+ sin cΦB,
B′ = − sin cΦA + cos cΦB,
Aˆ′ = cos cΦˆAˆ+ sin cΦˆBˆ,
Bˆ′ = − sin cΦˆAˆ + cos cΦˆBˆ. (5.130)
Note that A′, B′, Aˆ′, Bˆ′ are an orthonormal basis of the Ka¨hler base with the property
that
∇µ˜A′ν˜ = −cΩT µ˜B′ν˜ , ∇µ˜B′ν˜ = cΩT µ˜A′ν˜ (5.131)
and
∇µ˜Aˆ′ν˜ = −cΩˆT µ˜Bˆ′ν˜ , ∇µ˜Bˆ′ν˜ = cΩˆT µ˜Aˆ′ν˜ (5.132)
with
dΩT = −cA′ ∧ B′, dΩˆT = 1
c
(9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2)Aˆ′ ∧ Bˆ′. (5.133)
These constraints therefore imply that
L ∂
∂yi
A′ = L ∂
∂yi
B′ = L ∂
∂xi
Aˆ′ = L ∂
∂xi
Bˆ′ = 0. (5.134)
Hence the Ka¨hler base is a product of two 2-manifolds M1, M2, with metric
ds2B = ds
2(M1) + ds
2(M2). (5.135)
Taking the orthonormal basis e1 = A′, e2 = B′, e3 = Aˆ′, e4 = Bˆ′, the metrics on M1
and M2 are
ds2(M1) = (e
1)2 + (e2)2, ds2(M2) = (e
3)2 + (e4)2 . (5.136)
It is then straightforward to compute the curvature in this basis. We find that the
only non-vanishing components are fixed by
R1212 = −c2, R3434 = 9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2. (5.137)
Therefore we conclude that M1 is H
2, and M2 is H
2, R2 or S2 depending on whether
9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2 < 0, 9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2 = 0 or 9χ2QIJVIVJ − c2 > 0 respectively.
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5.2 Solutions with c2 = 0 and c3
2 + c4
2 = ̺2 6= 0
In the next case, we shall assume that c3 and c3 do not both vanish, and define the
vector fields W , Y on the Ka¨hler base via
W = c4K − c3Z,
Y = c3K + c4Z. (5.138)
Then note that W 6= 0 and Y 6= 0, and (4.19), (4.20) and (4.22) can be rewritten in
terms of Y and W as
∇pWq¯ = 0,
∇pWq = ̺
2
√
2
ǫpq,
∇pYq¯ = ̺
2
√
2
δpq¯,
∇pYq = 0. (5.139)
Therefore we find that W is a holomorphic Killing vector on the base and satisfies
dW = −
√
2̺2J. (5.140)
Moreover, W preserves the complex structure
LWJ = 0. (5.141)
In contrast, Y defines a closed 1-form on the base, which is conformally Killing with
LY h =
√
2̺2h, LY J =
√
2̺2J. (5.142)
Here h denotes the metric of the Ka¨hler base. From (4.23) it is clear that W and Y
commute, so that locally one can choose co-ordinates φ, ψ so that
W =
∂
∂φ
, Y =
∂
∂ψ
(5.143)
and let the remaining two co-ordinates of the base space be x1, x2.
Note that Y and W satisfy
h(Y,W ) = 0, Y 2 = W 2. (5.144)
Then, one can write the metric on the Ka¨hler base locally as
ds2 = e
√
2̺2ψ
[
S2(dφ+ χ1)
2 + S2(dψ + χ2)
2 + T 2((dx1)2 + (dx2)2)
]
(5.145)
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where S = S(x1, x2), T = T (x1, x2) and χi = χij(x
1, x2)dxj. By making a co-ordinate
transformation of the form
ψ = ψ′ − 1√
2̺2
log S2,
φ = φ′,
x1 = (x1)′,
x2 = (x2)′, (5.146)
one can without loss of generality set S = 1 in (5.145) and drop primes throughout.
Then it is straightforward to show that the condition dY = 0 implies that χ2 = 0,
so that
ds2 = e
√
2̺2ψ
[
(dφ+ β)2 + dψ2 + T 2((dx1)2 + (dx2)2)
]
(5.147)
where β = βi(x
1, x2)dxi, and
J = − 1√
2̺2
d
(
e
√
2̺2ψ(dφ+ β)
)
. (5.148)
The necessary and sufficient condition in order for J to be a covariantly constant
complex structure is
T 2 =
1√
2̺2
|(∂β2
∂x1
− ∂β1
∂x2
)| (5.149)
In fact, we can take ∂β2
∂x1
− ∂β1
∂x2
> 0 without loss of generality, (this can be obtained,
if necessary, by making the re-definition β2 → −β2 and x2 → −x2). So
T 2 =
1√
2̺2
(
∂β2
∂x1
− ∂β1
∂x2
)
. (5.150)
In addition, (4.27) and (4.28) can be rewritten as
1
f
c3 − 2
√
2
f 2
Kp∇pf + 2iχVIXI(Im σ) = 0,
1
f
c4 − 2
√
2
f 2
Z p¯∇p¯f − 2iχVIXI(Imλ) = 0. (5.151)
The real portions of (5.151) imply that
LKf = c3√
2
f, LZf = c4√
2
f (5.152)
and hence
LWf = 0, LY f = 1√
2
̺2f. (5.153)
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Therefore
f = e
1√
2
̺2ψ
u(x1, x2) (5.154)
for some function u(x1, x2). It should be noted that although the Ka¨hler metric h
has a conformal dependence on ψ, the portion of the metric f−2h which appears in
the five dimensional metric does not depend on either φ or ψ.
In order to examine the behaviour of the scalars, note that (4.26) implies that
XI = XI(x1, x2). (5.155)
To proceed further, we introduce the following holomorphic basis for the Ka¨hler base
space
e1 =
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
√
2̺
(
c3dψ + c4(dφ+ β)− i̺Tdx1
)
,
e2 =
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
√
2̺
(−c4dψ + c3(dφ+ β) + i̺Tdx2) (5.156)
with e1¯, e2¯ obtained by complex conjugation. It is straightforward to show that in
this basis
J = −
(
e1 ∧ e2 + e1¯ ∧ e2¯
)
(5.157)
as expected, and
K1 = K 1¯ =
1√
2̺
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
,
K2 = K 2¯ = 0,
Z1 = Z 1¯ = 0,
Z2 = Z 2¯ = − 1√
2̺
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
. (5.158)
Using this basis, one can compute explicitly the following components of the spin
connection:
ω1,mnǫ
mn = e
− 1√
2
̺2ψ
(
−̺c4 + i√
2T 2
∂T
∂x2
)
,
ω2,mnǫ
mn = e
− 1√
2
̺2ψ
(
−̺c3 + i√
2T 2
∂T
∂x1
)
. (5.159)
Moreover, it is straightforward to show that the imaginary portion of (5.151)
implies that
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√
2χVIX
I Im σ =
1
̺Tu2
e
− 1√
2
̺2ψ ∂u
∂x1
(5.160)
and √
2χVIX
I Imλ =
1
̺Tu2
e
− 1√
2
̺2ψ ∂u
∂x2
. (5.161)
The imaginary parts of (4.24) and (4.25) can then be rewritten as
∂
∂x1
(
XI
u2
)
= −2
√
2χ
̺
u
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
TVI Im σ,
∂
∂x2
(
XI
u2
)
= −2
√
2χ
̺
u
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
TVI Imλ. (5.162)
Note that as the VI do not all vanish in the gauged theory, it follows that the
imaginary parts of λ and σ do not depend on φ, and depend on ψ via the factor
e
− 1√
2
̺2ψ
. It is therefore convenient to define
G(x1, x2) = 2i
u
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
Imλ
H(x1, x2) = 2i
u
e
1√
2
̺2ψ
Im σ, (5.163)
and rewrite (5.160), (5.161) and (5.162) as
χVIX
IH =
√
2i
̺Tu3
∂u
∂x1
, (5.164)
χVIX
IG =
√
2i
̺Tu3
∂u
∂x2
, (5.165)
and
∂
∂x1
(
XI
u2
) =
√
2iχ̺THVI ,
∂
∂x2
(
XI
u2
) =
√
2iχ̺TGVI . (5.166)
We next consider the constraints (4.31), (4.36) and (4.37). These are equivalent to
∂
∂x2
(TH) = ∂
∂x1
(TG), (5.167)
and
∂
∂x1
(
H
T
) =
∂
∂x2
(
G
T
),
∂
∂x1
(
G
T
) = − ∂
∂x2
(
H
T
). (5.168)
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Note that (5.167) implies the integrability condition associated with (5.166), and
(5.168) implies that T−1H and T−1G satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Hence,
T−1(H + iG) is a holomorphic function of x1 + ix2.
The components of dΩ are also fixed by (4.31), (4.36) and (4.37) to be
dΩ12¯ = 3u
−4e−2
√
2̺2ψχVIX
I ,
dΩ11¯ = dΩ22¯ = ̺
2e−2
√
2̺2ψ(c4H− c3G),
dΩ12 = e
−2√2̺2ψ
[
̺2(c4G + c3H)− i√
2
̺
(
1
T
∂G
∂x2
+
1
T 2
H ∂T
∂x1
)]
(5.169)
with the remaining components determined by complex conjugation; this exhausts
the content of (4.31), (4.36) and (4.37). Using these components, it is straightforward
to compute dΩ in the co-ordinate basis; we find
dΩ = e−
√
2̺2ψ
[(− i√
2
̺(
1
T
∂G
∂x2
+
H
T 2
∂T
∂x1
) + 3
χ
u4
VIX
I
)
dψ ∧ (dφ+ β)
+
(
− i√
2
̺(T
∂G
∂x2
+H ∂T
∂x1
)− 3χT
2
u4
VIX
I
)
dx1 ∧ dx2
+iT̺3
(
dψ ∧ (−Gdx1 +Hdx2) + (dφ+ β) ∧ (Hdx1 + Gdx2)) ]. (5.170)
Using (4.32) and (4.33), the gauge field strengths for these solutions can be
written as
F I = d
(
f 2XI(dt+ Ω)
)
+ 6χ(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VJ
T 2
u2
dx1 ∧ dx2 (5.171)
which satisfy dF I = 0 automatically.
Next consider the integrability condition associated with (3.59): this can be
written as
3χVI
(
F I − d(f 2XI(dt+ Ω))) = −d(ωp,mnǫmnep + ωp¯,m¯n¯ǫm¯n¯ep¯). (5.172)
This can be evaluated to give the constraint
 log T + 2̺4T 2 = 18χ2(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJ
T 2
u2
(5.173)
where  = ( ∂
∂x1
)2 + ( ∂
∂x2
)2 is the Laplacian on R2. In fact, this constraint enables
(5.170) to be solved for Ω (up to a total derivative); we find
Ω = −e
−√2̺2ψ
√
2
[
iT̺(−Gdx1 +Hdx2) +
(
− i√
2
1
̺
(
1
T
∂G
∂x2
+
H
T 2
∂T
∂x1
) +
3χ
̺2u2
VIX
I
)
(dφ+ β)
]
(5.174)
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and the constraint (5.166) implies that the scalars XI are given by
XI = u
2qI + χu
2
(
− i√
2̺3
(
1
T
∂G
∂x2
+
H
T 2
∂T
∂x1
) +
3χ
̺4u2
VJX
J
)
VI (5.175)
for constant qI .
Lastly, consider the equations (4.34) and (4.35). These are equivalent to
√
2d˜
(
c4(
1
f
Reλ)− c3( 1
f
Re σ)
)
= iWdΩ (5.176)
and √
2d˜
(
c3(
1
f
Reλ) + c4(
1
f
Re σ)
)
= iY dΩ+
√
2̺2Ω . (5.177)
where d˜ denotes the restriction of the exterior derivative to hypersurfaces of constant
t. The integrability conditions of these two equations are
LWdΩ = 0 (5.178)
and
LY dΩ = −
√
2̺2dΩ (5.179)
which hold automatically.
5.3 Solutions with c2 = c3 = c4 = 0
We now turn to the class of solutions with c2 = c3 = c4 = 0. It is clear that (4.19),
(4.20) and (4.22) imply that K and Z are covariantly constant. In particular, this
implies that K2 is constant and without loss of generality we can set K2 = 1. One
can choose co-ordinates φ, ψ so that locally
K =
∂
∂φ
, Z =
∂
∂ψ
, (5.180)
and two additional co-ordinates x1, x2 can be chosen on the base so that the Ka¨hler
metric takes the form
ds2 = dφ2 + dψ2 + T 2((dx1)2 + (dx2)2) (5.181)
where T = T (x1, x2).
Recall that K ∧ Z − 1
2
J is anti-self-dual, so taking positive orientation on the
base with respect to T 2dφ ∧ dψ ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2, we have
J = dφ ∧ dψ − T 2dx1 ∧ dx2. (5.182)
This complex structure is automatically covariantly constant. Then the real portions
of (4.27) and (4.28) imply that
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LKf = LZf = 0, (5.183)
so that f is only a function of x1 and x2. Also, as in the previous case, the real part
of (4.24) and (4.25) implies that
LKXI = LZXI = 0, (5.184)
so
XI = XI(x1, x2). (5.185)
It is convenient to define
G = 2i
f
Imλ, H = 2i
f
Im σ. (5.186)
Then the remaining portions of (4.27), (4.28), (4.24) and (4.25) can be rewritten as
∂
∂x1
(
XI
f 2
) =
√
2iχTHVI ,
∂
∂x2
(
XI
f 2
) =
√
2iχTGVI . (5.187)
As the VI do not all vanish, these constraints imply that
G = G(x1, x2), H = H(x1, x2). (5.188)
We take the following holomorphic basis for the Ka¨hler base space:
e1 =
1√
2
(Tdx1 + idφ),
e2 =
1√
2
(Tdx2 + idψ) , (5.189)
with e1¯, e2¯ fixed by complex conjugation.
In this basis, we obtain the following spin connection components:
ω1,mnǫ
mn =
1√
2T 2
∂T
∂x2
,
ω2,mnǫ
mn = − 1√
2T 2
∂T
∂x1
(5.190)
and the components of K and Z are:
K1 = −K1¯ = − i√
2
, K2 = K2¯ = 0,
Z1 = Z1¯ = 0, Z2 = −Z2¯ = −
i√
2
. (5.191)
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To proceed, we turn to the constraint (4.31). This implies that
dΩ11¯ = dΩ22¯ (5.192)
and
dΩ12¯ = −3χVIX
I
f 4
. (5.193)
The constraints (4.36) and (4.37) then imply that
dΩ11¯ = dΩ22¯ = 0 (5.194)
together with
dΩ12 = − i√
2
(
1
T
∂G
∂x2
+
H
T 2
∂T
∂x1
) (5.195)
and the constraints
∂
∂x2
(TH) = ∂
∂x1
(TG), (5.196)
and
∂
∂x1
(H
T
)
=
∂
∂x2
(G
T
)
,
∂
∂x1
(G
T
)
= − ∂
∂x2
(H
T
)
. (5.197)
Just as in the previous section, these constraints imply that T−1H and T−1G satisfy
the Cauchy-Riemann equations; T−1(H + iG) is a holomorphic function of x1 + ix2.
In these co-ordinates dΩ takes the form
dΩ = − i√
2
(T
∂G
∂x2
+H ∂T
∂x1
)
(
dx1 ∧ dx2 − 1
T 2
dφ ∧ dψ
)
− 3χ
f 4
VIX
I
(
T 2dx1 ∧ dx2 + dφ ∧ dψ) . (5.198)
The gauge field strengths for these solutions can be written as
F I = d
(
f 2XI(dt+ Ω)
)
+ 6χ
T 2
f 2
VJ(X
IXJ − 1
2
QIJ)dx1 ∧ dx2 (5.199)
which automatically satisfy the Bianchi identity dF I = 0.
Finally the integrability condition associated with (3.59) can be written as
 log T = 18
χ2
f 2
(XIXJ − 1
2
QIJ)VIVJT
2. (5.200)
It is then straightforward to show that these constraints imply that the integrability
condition d2Ω = 0 associated with the expression in (5.198) holds automatically.
Lastly, the constraints (4.34) and (4.35) fix d(Re λ
f
) and d(Re σ
f
) in terms of con-
stant linear combinations of dφ and dψ; these conditions do not impose any further
constraints on the geometry.
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6. Summary and Discussion
In this paper we have employed the spinorial geometry method for the task of clas-
sifying 1/2 supersymmetric solutions with at least one time-like Killing spinor of
the theory of N = 2, D = 5 supergravity. Our results provide a general framework
for the explicit construction of many new black holes and the investigation of their
physical properties and relevance to AdS/CFT correspondence and holography.
In general, supersymmetric solutions in five dimensional theories must preserve
either 2, 4, 6 or 8 of the supersymmetries. This is because the Killing spinor equations
are linear over C. However in the ungauged theories, it was found that supersym-
metric solutions can only preserve 4 or 8 of supersymmetries [18, 31]. Moreover, to
find time-like supersymmetric solutions in the ungauged theory, one must solve the
gauge equations and the Bianchi identities in addition to the Killing spinor equations.
In the null case one must additionally solve one of the components of the Einstein
equations of motion. A similar situation arises for 1/4 supersymmetric solutions in
the gauged theory. However, for the solutions with 1/2 supersymmetry considered
in our present work, we have demonstrated that if one of the Killing spinors is time-
like, then supersymmetry and Bianchi identities alone imply that all components of
Einstein and gauge equations together with the scalar equations are automatically
satisfied.
Maximally supersymmetric solutions (preserving all 8 of the supersymmetries) of
the five dimensional gauged supergravity theory have vanishing gauge field strengths
and constant scalars and are locally isometric to AdS5. Moreover, it has been demon-
strated in [32] that all solutions of N = 2, D = 5 supergravity preserving 3/4 of su-
persymmetry must be locally isometric to AdS5, with vanishing gauge field strengths
and constant scalars. An analogous situation also arises in the case of D = 11 super-
gravity, where it has been shown that all solutions with 31/32 supersymmetry must
be locally isometric to a maximally supersymmetric solution [33]. However, in the
case of D = 11 supergravity, it has been shown that one cannot obtain 31/32 super-
symmetric solutions by taking quotients of the maximally supersymmetric solutions
[34]. In contrast, there is a 3/4-supersymmetric supersymmetric solution of N = 2,
D = 5 gauged supergravity which is obtained by taking a certain quotient of AdS5
[35].
One future direction is the completion of the classification of supersymmetric
solutions in N = 2, D = 5 supergravity by classifying 1/2 supersymmetric solutions
with two null Killing spinors (i.e., two Killing spinors with associated null Killing
vectors). In addition, it would be interesting to investigate whether there are any
regular asymptotically AdS5 black ring solutions (see [36] for a recent discussion). Su-
persymmetric black rings are known to exist in the ungauged theory [37, 38, 39, 40].
For asymptotically flat supersymmetric black rings of N = 2, D = 5 ungauged
supergravity, supersymmetry is enhanced from 1/2 supersymmetry to maximal su-
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persymmetry at the horizon. If there do exist AdS5 black rings in the gauged theory,
it may be reasonable to expect that the supersymmetry will be enhanced from 1/4 to
1/2 at the horizon. We hope that the classification of 1/2 supersymmetric solutions
can provide a method of determining whether there exists a 1/2 supersymmetric
solution corresponding to the near-horizon geometry of a black ring. It should be
noted that in [36], black rings with two U(1) symmetries have already been excluded.
However, as we have seen, 1/2 supersymmetric solutions in general only have one
additional U(1) symmetry; so more general ring solutions may be possible.
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A. Systematic treatment of the Killing spinor equation
In this appendix we will evaluate the linear system obtained from the Killing spinor
acting on ηa given in (3.23), keeping the parameters arbitrary. It would naively
appear that we have to evaluate two sets of Killing spinor equations, according
to the two choices of symplectic index a. However, making use of the symplectic
Majorana condition, together with the fact that the gauge field strengths and scalars
are real, it is straightforward to show that it suffices just to consider the case when
a = 1, the a = 2 equations are then implied automatically. In the following, it will
be convenient to define H = XIF
I and µp¯ = δp¯qµ
q.
From the dilatino equation we obtain
σ
(
F Imn −XIHmn
)
ǫmn − λ (F Imm −XIHmm + ∂0XI) =
2χVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ)σ∗ +
√
2i
(
F I0m −XIH0m − ∂mXI
)
µm
(A.1)√
2iσ
(
F I0mǫ
m
q¯ −XIH0m + ∂mXI
)
ǫmq¯ − µq¯
(
F Im
m −XIHmm − ∂0XI
)
=
2χVJ(X
IXJ − 3
2
QIJ)ǫm¯q¯(µ
m)∗ −
√
2iλ
(
F I0q¯ −XIH0q¯ + ∂q¯XI
)
−2 (F Imq¯ −XIHmq¯)µm
(A.2)√
2i
(−F I0m¯ +XIH0m¯ + ∂m¯XI) ǫm¯nµn − λǫm¯n¯ (F Im¯n¯ −XIHm¯n¯)
= −2χVJ(XIXJ − 3
2
QIJ)λ∗ − σ (F Imm − ∂0XI −XIHmm)
(A.3)
Then from the gravitino part of the Killing spinor equations we obtain the following
constraints:
From along the 0-direction of the supercovariant derivative-
∂0λ = −iµ
m
√
2
(−ω0,0m +H0m)− 1
4
σ (2ω0,mn +Hmn) ǫ
mn
+
1
4
λ (Hm
m + 2ω0,m
m)− χ
2
VI
(
XI − 3AI0
)
σ∗, (A.4)
∂0µq¯ = −
iσ√
2
(ω0,0mǫ
m
q¯ +H0mǫ
m
q¯)− i√
2
λ (ω0,0q¯ +H0q¯)− 1
4
(Hm
m − 2ω0,mm)µq¯
−
(
−1
2
Hmq¯ + ω0,mq¯
)
µm +
χ
2
VI
(
XI + 3AI0
)
ǫm¯q¯(µ
m)∗, (A.5)
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∂0σ = − i√
2
(−ω0,0m¯ +H0m¯) ǫm¯nµn − 1
4
σ (2ω0,m
m +Hm
m)
+
1
4
λ (Hm¯n¯ + 2ω0,m¯n¯) ǫ
m¯n¯ +
χ
2
VI(X
I − 3AI0)λ∗. (A.6)
From along the p-direction of the supercovariant derivative-
∂pλ =
i√
2
(
ωp,0m − 3
2
Hpm
)
µm − σ
2
ωp,mnǫ
mn +
λ
2
(
ωp,m
m − 3
2
H0p
)
+
3χ
2
VIA
I
pσ
∗,
(A.7)
∂pµq¯ =
iσ
2
√
2
(
−2ωp,0mǫmq¯ + 1
2
Hmnǫ
mnδpq¯
)
− iλ
2
√
2
(2ωp,0q¯ + 3Hpq¯ −Hmmδpq¯)
+
(
1
2
ωp,m
m +
3
4
H0p
)
µq¯ − µm
(
ωp,mq¯ +
1
2
H0mδpq¯
)
+χVI
(
− i√
2
XIσ∗δpq¯ +
3
2
AIpǫm¯q¯(µ
m)∗
)
, (A.8)
∂pσ =
i
2
√
2
(2ωp,0m¯ −Hpm¯) ǫm¯nµn + λ
2
(ωp,m¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ −H0n¯ǫn¯p)− σ
4
(2ωp,m
m +H0p)
− i
2
√
2
Hm
mǫp
n¯µn¯ − χVI
(
i√
2
XI(µp¯)
∗ +
3
2
AIpλ
∗
)
. (A.9)
From along the p¯-direction of the supercovariant derivative-
∂p¯λ =
i
2
√
2
(2ωp¯,0m −Hp¯m)µm + λ
4
(2ωp¯,m
m −H0p¯) + 1
2
σ (H0mǫ
m
p¯ − ωp¯,mnǫmn)
+
i
2
√
2
Hm
mµp¯ + χVI
(
i√
2
XIǫp¯m¯(µ
m)∗ +
3
2
AIp¯σ
∗
)
, (A.10)
∂p¯µq¯ = −
i√
2
λ
(
ωp¯,0q¯ +
1
4
Hm¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ǫp¯q¯
)
− i√
2
σ
(
ωp¯,0mǫ
m
q¯ +
1
2
Hm
mǫp¯q¯ +
3
2
Hp¯mǫ
m
q¯
)
− µn
(
ωp¯,nq¯ +
1
2
H0m¯ǫ
m¯
nǫp¯q¯
)
+
(
3
4
H0p¯ +
1
2
ωp¯,m
m
)
µq¯
+ χVI
(
i√
2
XIλ∗ǫp¯q¯ +
3
2
AIp¯ǫm¯q¯(µ
m)∗
)
, (A.11)
∂p¯σ =
i√
2
ωp¯,0m¯ǫ
m¯
nµ
n +
1
2
λωp¯,m¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯ − σ
(
1
2
ωp¯,m
m +
3
4
H0p¯
)
+
3i
4
√
2
Hm¯n¯ǫ
m¯n¯µp¯ −
3χ
2
VIA
I
p¯λ
∗. (A.12)
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Throughout these equations, spatial indices of ǫmn, ǫm¯n¯, ωA,BC , F
I
AB and HAB
have been raised with δpq¯.
B. Integrability Conditions and Equations of Motion
In this appendix we examine the integrability conditions of the Killing spinor equa-
tions. It will be shown that, if a background preserves at least half of the supersym-
metry, and admits a Killing spinor for which the associated Killing vector is time-like,
and the Bianchi identity holds, then all components of the Einstein, gauge and scalar
equations hold automatically.
First we consider the integrability condition associated with the gravitino equa-
tion (2.8). After some gamma matrix manipulation we find
0 = −1
4
Rαββ1β2γ
β1β2ǫa
−1
4
∇[αXI(γβ]β1β2 − 4δβ1β] γβ2)F Iβ1β2ǫa
+
1
4
XI(γ[α
β1β2 − 4δβ1[α γβ2)∇β]F Iβ1β2ǫa
+χVI
(
∇[αXIγβ] −
3
2
F Iαβ
)
ǫabǫb
+
1
4
XIXJ
(
F Iβ1β2F
J
β3[αγβ]
β1β2β3 + F Iβ1[αF
Jβ1β2γβ]β2
+
1
4
F Iβ1β2F
Jβ1β2γαβ −
3
2
F Iαβ1F
J
ββ2
γβ1β2
)
ǫa
+
χ
4
VIX
IXJ
(
F Jβ1β2γαβ
β1β2 + 4γµ[αF
J
β]µ
)
ǫabǫb
+
χ2
2
VIVJX
IXJγαβǫ
a. (B.1)
Next consider the dilatino equation (2.13). This gives the integrability condition
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0 =
3
4
γβ∇α∇βXIǫa
+
3χ
2
(∇α(XIVJXJ) + 1
2
VJX
J∇βXIγβα
)
ǫabǫb
+∇α
(
(
1
4
QIJ − 3
8
XIXJ)F
J
β1β2
)
γβ1β2ǫa
+
( 3
16
XJF
J
β1β2
∇β3XIγαβ1β2β3 −
3
4
XJF
J
αβ1
∇β2XIγβ1β2
)
ǫa
−2χVKXK(1
4
QIJ − 3
8
XIXJ)F
J
αβγ
βǫabǫb
+XK
(
(
1
8
QIJ − 3
16
XIXJ)F
J
αβ1
FKβ2β3γ
β1β2β3
− 1
16
CIJMX
MF Jβ1µF
K
β2
µγα
β1β2 + (
1
2
QIJ − 3
4
XIXJ)F
J
βµF
K
α
µγβ
)
ǫa .
(B.2)
It will be convenient to define
Eαβ = Rαβ +QIJF
I
αµF
J
β
µ −QIJ∇αXI∇βXJ
+gαβ
(
−1
6
QIJF
I
β1β2
F Jβ1β2 + 6χ2(
1
2
QIJ −XIXJ)VIVJ
)
GIα = ∇β
(
QIJF
J
αβ
)
+
1
16
CIJKǫα
β1β2β3β4F Jβ1β2F
K
β3β4
SI = ∇α∇αXI − (1
6
CMNI − 1
2
XICMNJX
J)∇αXM∇αXN
−1
2
(
XMX
PCNPI − 1
6
CMNI − 6XIXMXN + 1
6
XICMNJX
J
)
FMβ1β2F
Nβ1β2
−3χ2VMVN
(
1
2
QMLQNPCLPI +XI(Q
MN − 2XMXN)
)
(B.3)
so that Eαβ = 0, GIα = 0 and SI = 0 correspond to the Einstein, gauge field and
scalar equations of motion respectively.
To proceed we act on the gravitino integrability condition (B.1) from the left with
γβ and contract over the index β. We assume that the Bianchi identity dF I = 0
holds. After some considerable gamma matrix manipulation (and making use of
(2.13) to simplify the expressions further), we find the constraint
(
Eαβγ
β +
1
3
XI
(
γα
βGIβ − 2GIα
))
ǫa = 0. (B.4)
Also, on contracting the dilatino integrability condition (B.2) with γα, and again
assuming the Bianchi identity dF I = 0 holds, we find
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(
SI − 2
3
(GIα −XIXJGJα)γα
)
ǫa = 0. (B.5)
To proceed, we evaluate the constraints (B.4) and (B.5) on a background which
preserves at least half of the supersymmetry, and which admits a Killing spinor for
which the associated Killing vector is time-like. In particular, we first consider a
generic Killing spinor
η1 = λ1 + µiei + σe12, (B.6)
η2 = −σ∗1− ǫij(µi)∗ej + λ∗e12. (B.7)
Substituting this expression into (B.4) for α = 0 gives the constraints
λE00 −
√
2iµp
(
E0p +
1
3
XIGIp
)
− 2
3
λXIGI0 = 0,
E00µ
p +
√
2iσ
(
E0q − 1
3
XIGIq
)
ǫqp +
√
2iλ
(
E0
p − 1
3
XIGI
p
)
+
2
3
XIGI0µ
p = 0,
σE00 −
√
2i
(
E0p¯ +
1
3
XIGIp¯
)
ǫp¯qµ
q − 2
3
XIGI0σ = 0.
(B.8)
Evaluating these constraints on the canonical form of the N = 1 time-like Killing
spinor by setting λ = f, µ1 = µ2 = σ = 0 we obtain the constraints
E00 =
2
3
XIGI0,
E0p =
1
3
XIGIp,
E0p¯ =
1
3
XIGIp¯. (B.9)
Now substitute these expressions back into (B.8) and eliminate the Eαβ terms to find
XIGIpµ
p = 0,
XIGI0µ
p = 0,
XIGIp¯ǫ
p¯
qµ
q = 0. (B.10)
Assuming that the background is at least half-supersymmetric, we take (µ1, µ2) 6=
(0, 0), and hence find
XIGIα = 0 (B.11)
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and
E00 = E0p = 0. (B.12)
Next consider (B.4) for α = p evaluated on the generic spinor η1. Using the con-
straints E0p = 0 and X
IGIα = 0 which we have already obtained, this expression
simplifies to
(Epqγ
q + Epq¯γ
q¯)η1 = 0 (B.13)
from which we find the constraints
Epqµ
q = 0,
σEpqǫ
q
ℓ¯ + λEpℓ¯ = 0,
Epq¯ǫ
q¯
ℓµ
ℓ = 0 (B.14)
and taking (B.4) with α = p we find
Ep¯qµ
q = 0,
σEp¯qǫ
q
ℓ¯ + λEp¯ℓ¯ = 0,
Ep¯q¯ǫ
q¯
ℓµ
ℓ = 0. (B.15)
Evaluating these constraints on the canonical N = 1 time-like spinor by taking
λ = f, µ1 = µ2 = σ = 0, we obtain the constraints
Epq¯ = 0, Epq = 0. (B.16)
Hence we have shown that for solutions with at least half supersymmetry, the con-
straint (B.4) implies that
Eαβ = 0, X
IGIα = 0. (B.17)
Next consider the constraint (B.5) obtained from the dilatino integrability con-
ditions. On using XIGIα = 0 this constraint simplifies to
(
SI − 2
3
GIαγ
α
)
ǫa = 0. (B.18)
Evaluating this expression on the generic Killing spinor ηa, one obtains
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λ(
SI − 2
3
GI0
)
+
2
√
2i
3
GIpµ
p = 0,
SIµ
p +
2
3
GI0µ
p +
2
√
2i
3
(σGIqǫ
qp + λGI
p) = 0,
σ
(
SI − 2
3
GI0
)
+
2
√
2i
3
GIp¯ǫ
p¯
qµ
q = 0. (B.19)
Evaluating these constraints on the canonical N = 1 time-like spinor by taking
λ = f, µ1 = µ2 = σ = 0, the following conditions are obtained
SI =
2
3
GI0,
GIp = GIp¯ = 0. (B.20)
Now substitute these constraints back into (B.19) to find
GI0µ
p = 0. (B.21)
Assuming that the background is at least half-supersymmetric, we take (µ1, µ2) 6=
(0, 0), and hence
GI0 = 0. (B.22)
Hence from the constraint (B.5) we have found the constraints
SI = 0, GIα = 0. (B.23)
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